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AntirWar March
Staged hy SDS
Approximately fifty anti-war pro-
testors staged an " End the draft" (
peace demonstration and teach-
in Saturday afternoon in down-
town Hartford. Sponsored by the
University of Hartford chapter of
Students for a Democratic Society
the march originated at the Un-.
iversity campus on Bloomfield
Avenue and headed for the Con-
necticut Selective Service Head-
quarters located at the State Ar-
mory Building on Broad Street.
The demonstrators which includ-
ed a number of College students,
primarily members of SDS, were
accompanied by a police convoy,
photographers and newsmen, and
heckling bystanders. After arriv-
ing at the State Selective Service
Headquarters, the protestors
picketed the entrance for about
an hour brandishing- such signs
as "War is Good Business, In-
vest YOUR son," "Stop Selected
Slavery," and "Color Me Drafted."
The teach-in held in the even-
ing at the University also attrac-
ted about fifty people. Speakers
included Bradford Lyttle of the
Committee for Non-violent Action,
David McEeynolds of the War
Register's League, and David
Truscoff of the American Friends
Service Committee. The speakers
called for a personal moral com-
mitment of npn-cooperation ag-
ainst the Selective Service Sys-
tem. Suggestions for changes in the
draft situation ranged from more
deferments for conscientious ob-




During the December 18th mid-
year Commencement Ceremonies
at Pacific University, Forest
Grove, Oregon, an honorary Doc-
tor of Humane Letters degree will
be conferred upon retiring head
football and baseball coach Daniel
E. Jessee.
A graduate of Pacific University
in the class of '26, Coach Jessee
will be the recipient of a degree
not usually given to athletic coach-'
es.
Coach Jessee has already become
COLLEGE SDS Marchers (from I. to r.) Gerald Pryor '68, Rob-
ert Rethy '69, and Walter Roemer '68 participate in "End The
Draft" peace demonstrations from the UofH campus to the State
Armory.
Fraternity Fined for Violations
AD Pleads Guilty to Charge
the first small college coach to
be elected president of the Na-
tional Football Coaches' Associ-
ation. In his thirty-five years at
Trinity, Jessee piloted his two
teams to 150 victories, 76 de-
feats and 7 ties. His retirement
at the end of this academic year
will mark the finish of the long-
est uninterrupted tenure of any
active college coach In the country
at one school.
The U.P.I, has also named Jes-
see The New England Small Col-
The Interfraternity Councillevied
a $175 fine on Alpha Delta Phi
fraternity Thursday for three
counts of pledging violations.
The fine was determined at the
"informal trial" after Edward B.
Hutton, Jr. '67, testifying for AD,
pleaded guilty as charged. Hutton
clarified his plea In stating that,
at the time of the AD violations,
the fraternity had "not been sure"
how to interpret the'IFC pledging-
regulations.
Hutton pointed to the efforts of AD
to reform the pledge period since
the charges were made and asked
that the IFC take the intention to
reform into consideration in de-
Dorm Committee Proposes
Snack Bar for High-Rise
The recommendation that a snack
bar be included in the plans of
the new high-rise dormitory was
recently made by the Dorm Com-
mittee. The recommendation-was
given to Leonard tomat, assist-
ant dean of students, who along
with Dean Kelsey, associate comp-
troller, wm decide the matter.
Speaking for the committee,
Chairman Dennis Farber '67 said
'hat the prospective snack bar
would help alleviate the polarity
which might arise between frater-
j»ty men and independents due to
the placement of the building. It
was feared that without any eating _•
iaciutl.es, independents would tend
to stay away from rooming In the
"ew building because of the re-
moteness of Mather Hall. Thus
<° Prevent the high-rise dorm from
Becoming an exclusive residence
or fraternity men, the dorm com-
mittee recommended that a snack
D " on the ground floor of the
funding be planned. The facility
was also recommended for the
convenience of those living on
vernon and Allen Streets to serve
a s a common meeting place
Farber and the majority of the
committee felt that the snack bar
would not split fraternity men and
naependents. He stated that both
'raternity men and independents
would probably continue using the
cave in Mather Hall.
r»e dorm committee is" made
up of twelve students from, the
sophomore, junior and senior
"asses along with Tomat and Dean
«°y Heath. The aim of the com-
mittee is to give recommenda-
tions to the administration con-
cerning lounge.plans, furnishing,
ana dormitory regulations.
Presently thp committee is dis-
• cussing the carpeting and furnish-
ing of the South Campus lounges.
Discussion over plans to use the
South Campus B lounge as a read-
Ing room are also underway; fur-
thermore, plans to use more rooms
around campus as lounges. Future
plans include the renovation of the
basement washrooms in Jarvis
and the possibility of a coffee
shop on campus where student art
could be displayed.
termining the extent of the pen-
alty. -The AD fraternity, Hutton
reported, has formed a commit--
tee of nine to evaluate their "Hell
Week" and pledging period.
Charles J. Sanders '67, president
of the IFC, said that it is his
hope that the Alpha Delta Phi
case will serve as notice to other
fraternities that physical hazing
and "Hell Week" programs will
no longer be tolerated when they.
exceed the limits defined by the
IFC regulations.
After the "informal trial," the
IFC issued the following statement
on the verdict and penalty:
"In consideration of Alpha Delta
Phi'* admission of guilt in the
case before the Council:
WHEREAS, at the time of the
Alpha Delta Phi pledge period
the IFC position was not clearly,
defined;
WHEREAS, In consideration of
the attitude of Alpha Delta Phi
since these violations occurred
(including the formation of a com-
mittee to reform the Alpha Delta
Phi pledge period);
WHEREAS, ihat for all practical
purposes we recognize the good
faith in which Alpha Delta Phi
has acted since these violations;
We recommend that the IFC ac-
cept this admission of guilt and
levy a fine in consideration of
this case on its own merits, as
stated above;
And further that it be understood
by each house that future pledging
violations of this nature will be
dealt with severelyby the IFC, In
light of its new and well-defined
attitude.
The IFC hereby fines Alpha Del-
ta Phi the sum of $175 for viola-
tion of pledging regulations of the
Trinity Interfraternity Council."
Earlier the IFC apologized to
Hutton for a breach of confidence
in allowing his November 17 testi-
mony to be made public.
Dan Jessee
lege Coach of the year. He is as
well, one of eight finalists In the
running for American Football
Coach of the year for district
one. The announcement of the
recipient of this award will take
place In Houston, Texas some-
time in February- of the coming
year . •. . :
Sophomores to Have Voice
In Junior Advisor Selection
A new system of Junior Advisor
selection enrolling sophomore op-
inion In evaluations of candidates
will be instituted by Dean of Stu-
dents Roy Heath thls.sprlng In the
selection process.
Under the new proposal designed
by Heath, the Medusa, and Sopho-
Senate Vote Defeats Constitutional
Changes; Further Revision Needed
Sunday night the Senate defeated
a motion to accept the proposed
amendment to the Senate Consti-
tution by a vote of ten to 15 with
four abstensions.
Because of a number of absen-
tees and substitutes, 27 of the 29-
Senators present would have had
to back the measure to achieve
the three-fourths majority of the
full Senate required for passage.
The Senate elected to delay fur-
ther action on proposed changes
in the Constitution until after the
Christmas vacation. On January
8 the Senate will meet for an in-
formal discussion of all Sections
of the Constitution. During the
meeting the Senate hopes to es-
tablish directives for revision of
the proposals and possibly revamp
the Constitution Committee.
Earlier the Senate Constitution
Committee met in forum discus-
sions to sound out student atti-
tudes regarding the proposals.
As the discussion commenced
a student asked why the proposals
were deemed necessary in the first
place. Richard Ratzan '67, felt
that direct representation of the
campus fraternities and other fac-
tions of campus life would increase
present responsibility and in the
long run the effectiveness of the
"Senate.
Michael Weinberg '67, added that
even though every faction would be
represented under trie new pro-
posals, no Senator is entirely obli- .
gated to,his supporters. The ra-
tionale for faction representation
is to have one Senator who is ac-
quainted with a campus organiza-
tion and who Is able to say whether
a certain resolution will or will
not favor that faction.
The committee's argument in fav-
or of elections in October rather
than In February stated that this
timing would permit sophomores
to vote for fraternity representa-
tives. Bluestone felt that if the
fraternties were to elect a rep-
resentative the elections would
have to be changed in order to
give the new pledges a chance
to vote for their fraternity's rep-
resentative. However, If the elec-
tions were to be in October, then
a new problem would arise, a
student said. This problem, he
claimed, would be that the Sen-
ators from the senior class would,
towards the end of the year, tend
to find less time for the senate,
when they are supposed to shoul-
der the most responsibility. The
panel made no rebuttle to this
point.
The panel was then asked to
clarify the clause on F.E.C. mem-
bers. Bluestone explained that
F.E.C. members would be allowed
to sit in on Senate meetings, and
would be able to vote on Issues
involving freshmen. . .
Bluestone concluded the discus-
sion saying he hoped the proposals
would be passed by the Senate In
order that there, would be more
opportunity for student responsi-
bility and Senate effectiveness in
the future.
more Class President Mlcheai
Cleary, sophomores will nominate
ten members of their class to
serve on a selection .committee.
The Dean and the Medusa will re-
cruit three individuals from this
list to serve on the committee, one
of which will be available In the
Mather Hall foyer tomorrow.
President Cleary emphasized the
careful consideration required in
nominating candidates for the sel-
ection committee.
An Individual sophomore may
nominate more or less than ten
candidates, although one should
consider only those members of
the class whom they know well,
cautioned Cleary. It is essential,
urged Cleary, that the most re-
sponsible members of the class
should- voice class opinion on the
selection committee.
The impetus for the plan now ad-
opted by the Dean and the Medusa
came from the Senate Committee,
headed by Daniel Goldberg '68,
which last year recommended the
inclusion of sophomore represen-
tation, following a thorough Inves-




ination will be administered
on the following dates; March
11 and 31 and April 8. Ap-
plications for the draft test
will be available January 20
at the Registrar's Office. The
application deadline is
February 10.
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Campo Reports CRIA
Plans Local Benefits
Associate Professor Michael R.
Campo, chairman of the Greater
Hartford Committee to Rescue
Italian Art, reports that efforts
towards raising money are pro-
gressing well. Campo leads the
local branch of a national commit-
tee which was formed to raise
funds for the restoration of Flor-
entine art damaged In the recent
flooding.
The committee is presently con-
centrating its efforts on holding a
benefit concert of operatic music
by celebrated singers which was
felt would attract the greatest num-
ber of contributers. Although spe-
cific plans are not yet definite,
several dates have been reserved
at the Bustmell Auditorium.
The Verle Gallery of West Hart-
ford has also announced that ten
percent of all its sales during Its
current "Masters of Our Time"
show will go toward CRIA. Other
contributions have come from Fox
Press, which has contributed six
thousand return envelopes for con-
trlbuter's use; and from Connecti-
cut Printers, which will print sev-
eral thousand copies of a folder
describing the flood damage. The
folder is to be sent to possible
contributors along with a cover-
Ing letter and the return envelope.
Other activities include a recep-
tion party given by Mr. and Mrs.
Charles J. LaDolce of Fernwood
Road, West Hartford, in behalf
of CRIA where slides will' be
shown to encourage contributors,
and a television show taped by
ap-Dr. Campo for PERCEPTION,
pearing on Channel 3.
Damage to the Florentine art,
which represents a substantial part
of our Western cultural heritage,
was extensive and it will take
many years of painstaking work to
restore, Campo advised.
Contributions may be made out in
check form to CRIA, Inc., P.O.
Box 1497, Central Station, Hart-
ford, Conn, 06103.
'Music of Four Centuries:"
Exceptionally Well Varied
An exceptionally well varied pro-
gram and the capable directing
of Balrd Hastings combined to
overcome basic instrumentation
difficulties and make the Trinity
Orchestra's "Music of Four Cen-
tures" a more than successful
program.
Spanish Civil War Film
Excellent Documentary
Dr. Michael R. Campo
Winner of several awards, the
Christian Association's Sunday
evening movie "To Die In Madrid"
was ah excellent documentary con-
cerning the Spanish Civil War.
Avoiding the common mistake of
presenting only a detailed account
of the actual war, the film attempt-
ed to provide a many sided view
of the conflict, Its causes, and
effects.
General Francisco Franco, rep-
resenting the forces of traditional
Spain, the landed aristocracy, and
the army, revolts against the Re-
public, a liberal regime in favor
of social and democratic reforms.
The Church officially sides with
the nationalists of Franco and calls
the war a. duty for every con-
scienctious Christian who loves
Spain and the,Church. As the in-
tellectual community views the
war as the nation's last stand
against the tyrannies of totalitar-
ian rule, various sympathetic
countries send brigades to help
fight against the nationalist cause.
Franco's army and its policies
turn more typically totalitarian
as he declares the motto of the
rebel cause to be "one nation,
one leader,1 one party."; The model
for his new idea of state ; is Italy,
which is also a source, of con-
stant aid. Although the war comes
too early for the Rome-Berlin
axis, armies which are not yet
ready for world conflict, both It-
aly and Germany contribute men,
machines, and know how. France
and others want neutrality, Bri-
tain tries to negotiate, but the
war goes on. Condemnation, spe-
fically of the misery the war is
bringing on the Spanish people,
comes from French writers and
Is there a best glass
for beer?
)With some beers maybe the
glass doesn't matter. But when
the beer is Budweiser, our
bre.wmaster holds strong views.
"I like a glass with plenty
of-room," he says. "Size is more impor-
tant than shape. A big glass, say one
that'll hold a full bottle, is best."
A big glass gives Budweiser a chance
to show off... lets you pour it straight
down the middle to get a full collar of
foam. (Those tiny bubbles are the only
beer bubbles in America that come from
the natural carbonation of Beechwood
Ageing.) Another thing about a big
glass: it, lets you quaff the beer. And
who wants to sip, when the beer tastes
as hearty as Budweiser?
That's about the size of it! Choose
any kind of glass you wan t . . . as long as
it's big enough. (Of course, we have, our
own opinion on the best beer for the glass.)
Budweiser.'
KING OF BEERS . ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. . ST. LOUIS
NEWARK . IQS ANGELES • TAMPA . HOUSTON
Unamuno, the Intellectual leader
of Spain.
As the rebels experiment with
blanket bombing of civilian areas,
children are sent to> other coun-
tries to escape Injury. The movie-
carefully notes In an aside that
German General Goering keeps a
watchful eye on the results of
the experimental bombing which
he uses to later advantage.
Behind the scenes political life
goes on as usual; and while the
leaders of the republic jockey
for doomed positions, Franco de-
clares the army, the Church, and
the party the three pillars on
which the nationalist cause rests.
With Italian and German support,
Franco can now realize victory.
For Spain there is a new life,
based on a state religion of, Cath-
olicism, one party Fascist rule,
and the one man leadership of
Franco.
Some of the on-the-front photo-
graphy was excellent, and the gen-
eral tone of the movie was con-
sistent with its subject material.
Fine narration was also turned
(Continued on Page 3)
CHUCK WENTZ
<B.S,,.Bu.s. Admin.) of the
Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course has found plenty of'
action in sales. He's one
of many vigorous young •.





First step; pick up
a copy-of "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel ,
and the Loop Course"
at your placement
office. Then sign up
for a campus interview.
Our 1967 Loop Class
has openings for technical
and non-technical graduates
land post-grads) for
careers in steel operations,
research, sales, mining,
accounting, and other . • * •
activities.
An Equal Opportunity






Number 5 and 6" are probably
the nineteenth century compos-
er ' s finest and certainly most
charming works. As opening num-
bers they set the stage for the
delicate and tasteful music which
was to follow.
A genuine sensitivity to the mu-
sic, composer, and period counter-
balanced an obvious lack of solid
"clarinet sound" In featured soloist
John Osier's performance of the
Stamitz "Concerto In Bb." The
concerto is one of the earliest
ever written for the clarinet and,
while not demanding great techni-
cal facility, is perhaps the most
beautiful and charming piece ever
written for that Instrument and or-
chestra. Poo breath support in
the second (Romanze) movement
and a tendency to rush in the third
detracted from the quality of the
performance.
The Luigi Bocherini "Symphony
in F" could only be described as
as sparkling. A comparitively
short symphony, it was written
during Bocherrlnl's Paris period
(around 1780) and shows influences
of the works of San Martini. Dis-
tinguished for its singular lack
of key modulation, performances
invariably run the danger of be-
coming monotonous. Hasttng's dy--
namic presentation, however, rul-
(Continued on Page 6)
WELCOME
RETURN
It is quite apparent
that young men have





model with side vents,-
welt edges and metal
buttons. . . all in all an
item you can hardly afford
to be without these days!
Sizes 35-44 . . . $45.
% U
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Edelman Outlines Purpose
Of New Speakers Bureau
STUART EDELMAN "68, acting chairman of the Student Speak-
ers Bureau, prepares for a second year of talks.
"The Speakers Bureau benefits
all parties involved," believes Stu-
art Edelman '68, acting director;
" the audience is entertained and in-
formed; the College establishes a
better rapport with the community
and the students have the opportun-
ity to express their talents and
skills before enthusiastic audi-
ences."
The College organization is com-
posed of students who have a spe-
cial interest in one or more topics.
What Makes Us Religious?
Inner Need^ Foundation of Faith
"We become fully human only
when we become divine," assert-
ed Dr. Roy S. Lee as he delivered
the third in a series of Department
of Religion Colloquia in Alumni
Lounge Tuesday afternoon. Ex-
ploring "The Psychological Di-
.mens.ion of Religion," Lee dis-
cussed the various ways in which
human beings conceive of God and
thus arrive at their religious be-




The level of participation in Trin-
ity's annual blood drive was again
increased when the Bloodmobile
visited the campus on December 1
and 2. The 332 pint donation was
an increase of 57 pints over last
year and a 400% increase over the
1964 campaign.
Leading the college in donations
was the freshman class with ninety
eight pints. The juniors were
second with eighty eight pints and
the sophomores were third with
eighty two. Fourth were the seniors
v»ith sixty pints and last were the
Scatty, administration, and staff
with a combined donation of seven
,Pints.
In the inter-fraternity ' compe-
tition, PsiUpsilon won with a show-
ing of 60% Cooperation by the fra-
ternities was down from last year's
effort, when they led the school in
donations.
Film
(Continued from Page 2)
out by Irene Worth and Sir John
Glelgud. Extremely effective was
'he over an presentational meth-
od employed, showing both the
mierocosmic picture of war in
he trenches while at the same
time drawing these into a mac-
rocosmic, unified picture of the












H a r t f 0 r d Call 522-9072
• answer the question, "What makes
us religious?"
Lee first pointed out that our at-
titudes toward religion develop
from our environment. We accept
them, he said, because they usually
satisfy an inner need of security
and at the same time "strengthen
the personality." He added that
religion is often a means of social
acceptance, since a person with-
out a religion belongs to a definite
minority. . ' '.
Lee then emphasized that " re-
ligion is an activity of the whole
individual and is not something
which is perceived through some
special organ." He rejected the
claims of "visions" and other"re-
ligious experiences" from users
of LSD by considering them to be
" modes of thinking" rather than
God's intervention." He also told
his audience that being religious
does not necessarily involve "the
perception of something extra-
ordinary" but also encompasses
a certain "mental attitude." "Our
religion should grow as we grow
in maturity," Lee said, "and it
•should reflect our whole environ-
ment." . . ' -.
The speaker continued with a dis-
cussion of how religious beliefs
first develop in the minds of chil-
dren. He said that "a child cannot
interpret God in terms of abstrac-
tion, but only in the form of im-
ages which he has of his parents."
He noted that it is easy for chil-
dren to identify God with rights
and wrongs. "To children religion
is often pictured as a ljst of
things NOT to do," he noted, cit-
ing as proof that nine out of the
Ten Commandments are worded
in a negative fashion." Lee pointed
out, however, that if the "ego-
ideals" which a child develops are
based on true admiration of his
parents, then his God will be "a
god of love rather than a punish-
er." He concluded his talk by
defining "God" as "the envelope
of all the perimeters of the uni-
verse." He wanted to emphasize
that God is not a single object
among other objects but an om-
nipresent spirit.
A native of Australia, Lee was
educated at Sydney and Oxford
Universities. He is the author of
several books, including FREUD
AND CHRISTIANITY and YOUR
CHILD AND RELIGION. He has
studied extensively the rela-
tionships of psychology to religion
and in 1965 taught "Psychoanaly-
sis and Religion" during the Sum-
mer Session at Union Theological
Seminary. Lee is currently a Visit -
'lng Professor at the Philadelphia
Divinity School where he is working
on his next book, THE MIND'S
QUEST FOR GOD.
COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 New Britain Ave.
(Just West of Summit St. Gate)
Offering Mobil Products
Complete Automotive Service
Free Pickup & Delivery Service
7 a.m. -10 p.m. Weekdays • 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays
249-3212
As »oon as you 9«t yowr «frot« call H>«
M O T C L-
N B *W I N O T O N . C O N N E C T I C U T
Catering To The Trinity Man
call 666-3301
VISIT!
FRIIiDLY SCI Giiiilll SHOP
at Maple Avo. & Broad Street
Featuring the Finest





Some of the topics include The
Golden Age of Movies, The New
Left, lacrosse, evaluation of mili-
tary strategy, football, radio acti-
vity, and wrestling.
As evidence of its Increasing im-
portance within the community, the
Bureau was the subject of a recent
half hour television showonWTIC.
Three members of the group par-
ticipated in the show, and their
topics exemplified the diversity of
the group.
Edelman talked about Research
and Neurophysiology of the Cock-
roach; Robert Ebinger '67, utliz-
ing slides and film, spoke on
Charlie Chaplin; and Donald Mac-
Innes '67, gave a gymnastics de-
monstration on the parallel bar.
Diversity of interests is one of
the Bureau's strongest qualities,
according to Edelman. It enables
interested groups to choose from
among a wide variety of subjects.
The Idea of a speakers bureau was
conceived last fall by Michael
Mermey '67. Mermey sent out fly-
ers telling about the Bureau and Its
aims. Interviews were conducted
last spring, and twenty six students
were enrolled. With the help of
Mrs. Richard Ware of the College
Relations Office, the Bureau was
organized.
Area civic, organizations, hospi-
tals, schools, and churches were
told that the Bureau would supply
speakers without charge to any
(Continued on Page 7)
1. Uin...uh.., now that we know
each other a little, I was won-
dering if, uh, you think I'm the
type of guy you could go for?
I could go for u
real swinger.
2.1 have an exciting pipe
collection,
I want to be where
the action is.
3.1 know some daring chess1
openings.
I want a man who's
making it happen.
4.1 read rtll about it in The
New York Times.
I want to do 'in' things
with 'in' people
in 'in* places.
5. I spend u lot of time in 6. Then I guess you wouldn't he
the library. interested in sonutme like me
who has landed a good-paving
Mymotto.isfun.todiiy job that will let his famiV
and fun tomorrow. ] i vv w e i | anc( w j , O i j n adefiti
has taken out a substantial
Living Insurance policy from
> Equitable that will provide
handsomely for his family if,
heaven forbid, anything should
happen to him.
I low's about showing
me that pipe
collection, swinger?
For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: Patrick Scollard, Manpower Development Division.
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Horn.' Office: 12N5 Aye. of the' Aincrii-ns, New Viirfc. N.Y. HXllt) ••~"K«|tiHi*l>lt- 11WB
Ati lit/mil Opportunity Kmployer, M,-l'




Letters' l-o the Editor are wel.ru me from all our readers, especially members of the College.
Ill letters for publication must be no more than :")()() words in length, typed (double-spaced), and
signed although I lie editors will withhold names if requested. Letters should be submitted no
later than the I'rida) before publication. The printing of any letter is at the discretion of the Ed-
itor.
R 1 3 . 19HK
Informal1 Justice
The intoifraU'riiily C'OUIKMI'S action in f'iniiifj Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity for violations of pledging ivpiliitions is a ques-
tioiutbk- first step toward f!u> Council 's rarliiT avowal (TRIPOD,
NovonilxT H, 19(i(>) to "vigorously prosecute" hazing violations.
The IKC was hardly- vifiorous in its prosecution of alleged
violations of ple-dtfinK regulations. No attempt was made to de-
termine the extent of the fraternity's violation, making the fine
no more than an arbitrary penalty with little relevance to the
case. In fact, the1 decision was based on no prosecution at all.
but on confidential testimony given before the trial.
In the trial itself no formal charges were pressed, no evidence
presented, and no witnesses called. During the trial it was not
determined precisely to what AD was "guilty as charged." Be-
fore the trial began it was decided that AD would plead guilty
and receive a fine as penalty. The vague admission of guilt was
the result of a compromise between truth and expediency.
The outcome is that the IFC won its " tes t cas t ' " ami may
display it as a precedent for other fraternities to heed. The de-
sire, able end result, an unqualified stand by the IKC on physical
hazing, would have been welcome: but the means employed to
arrive at I he verdict, dealings under the table, aborted an ef-
fort (o clearly define pledging regulations.
Tin1 "informal tr ial" was a sham and did not provide the
basis for the decision. The basis {'or the decision was the pre-
trial pu I it iking among the representatives, who concluded guilt
through unconfirmed and threatened evidence.
The post-trial IKC statement reflects an optimistic tone, with
the IKC bearing " i t s 'new and well-defined at t i tude" to deal 'se-
verely with future pledging violations.
- T h o optimism of the IKC for'its future cau.be shared, only if
the Council legitimatizes its decisions and acts with 'an.over-
view of.the best interests of the fraternilv svstcin in mind.
For Al l Seasons
•. Two weeks after the student-run production of A MAN KOH
ALLSKASONS. the play remains very much in everyone's mintl,
The', piny was distinguished not only by its high quality, but. in
addition. Tor its excellence in face of the obstacles which had to
be overcome for its production.
It is encouraging that independent initiative and creativity
. in "tho theater arc not completely stifled in an atmosphere which
discourages their propagation (see letter: '"No Drama").
Independent productions have found both a source and aud-
ience in the student body and hopefully will be more substantial-
ly aided and encouraged by the College in the, future.
'Wo Drama"
To the Editor:
The student body responded to
the production of A MAN FOR ALL
SEASONS with a characteristic
flourish of phrenetic questioning
of the Administration and Arts
Center policies. The protest failed
to approach the basic assumptions
that created a situation in which
students put plays on in the Chapel
while theater facilities were neg-
lected. I would like to show how
this situation developed and make
some constructive suggestions for
the future of drama and the arts
at Trinity.
A group of students visited cer-
tain administrators early in my
freshman year and asked, with
typical freshman naivete, why
there was a theater being built for
$750,000 while there was no dra-
ma department and no prospect
of one in the immediate future.
The Administration replied that,
as the catalogue Indicates, the
Jesters are responsible for dra-
matic productions; and their three
major shows satiate the desire
for theater in the Trinity Com-
munity (the abstraction often cited
In defense of absurd policies). But
the students insisted that there
was more enthusiasm in the the-
ater and that a liberal arts col-
lege could devote more of its
resources to the arts. The Ad-
ministration agreed that if. stu-
dents could prove that this inter-
est really did exist, they wouuld
give more attention to the theater.
The students turned to the Arts
Center and requested more plays
be produced. The Arts Center dis-
couraged student productions be-
cause it felt that students would
be wasting their time if they at-'
tempted full productions without
professional assistance. But they
couldn't get professional assist-
ance without somehow illustrating
that there was interest. The stu-
dents were trapped by the vicious
bureaucratic cycle.
Finally, Bill Bartman, with the
friniry
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support of Chaplain Tull undertook
full-length, all-student produc-
tions under the adverse conditions
of the chapel. The success of
these productions does not altr
the Inadequacies In the present
situation. This year I began a
drama workshop and Bob Ebinger
has conducted a film seminar.
Students have responded strongly
to both, yet the Administration
remains unchanging after three
years of activity.
It Is true that students waste
a great deal of their time when
they put on productions without
professional assistance. Students
could obviously learn a great deal
more If they exerted the same
energies under professional guid-
ance. Mr. Nichols, as director of
the Arts Center, conducts all Cen-
ter affairs, which in Itself is a full-
time job. In addition, he teaches
a course and produces three ma-
jor productions a year. He has no
time for working with students in
smaller productions. Further-
more, the nature of the full pro-
ductions, with financial and public
pressure to stage polished per-
formances In Goodwin Theater,
leaves little time for the develop-
ment of the actor in his art.
The solution is not the petty
divisive quarrels about who should
put what on and where, that only
annoy and frustrate all concerned.
There is a chronic need to expand
the drama teaching staff, as Mr.
Nichols and others have suggested.
The immediate demand is for at
least one man with professional
theater experience, who could con-
centrate on a course in acting, a
drama workshop, and small scale
student productions with emphasis
on the' learning process.
The Administration appears to
have no plans for adding a man
to the drama staff in the near
future, in spite of the fact that
over 35 students have committed
themselves to work in this extra-,
curricular area. The Administra-
tion claims that it does not pres-.
ently have the finances for a dra-
ma department. . • '
The situation in the theater re-
flects the wide neglect of an artis-
tic education at Trinity as at
similar New England institutions.
(Note our offerings this semester
In drama, dance, architecture,
sculpting, etc. Witness the number
of art oriented people forced to
leave Trinity for Academic Re-
quirements, not to mention those
who don't even apply.) Ultimately,
the neglect of an artistic educa-
tion is the neglect of the feelings,
vision, and culture of the entire
society. Without this education,
the culture is dead, the people
are dead. To begin this education
is consistent with the Ideals o!
Trinity and the present situation
heightens the disparity between
ideals and reality.
1 strongly advocate that the ad-
ministration reconsider Us pres-
ent allotment of funds and concen-
trate more on the education of the
total human being. The area of im- .
mediate concern is the theater.
The students have shown their en-
thusiasm and their talent. Now




A vital concern of higher ediir
cation is to develop and sustain
the Inquisitive mind. To me: one
of the best ways of accomplish-
ing this aim is to let each stur
dent think for himself. Let.him'
dabble with Ideas and learn from
his mistakes- without being pen-
alized for them.
At Trinity these.oppqrtunitiesare
all too'1 rare, especially In the ;
sciences. Lab time is spent follow-
ing set procedures and If mistakes
are made, particularly In chem-
istry, grades topple. Consequently,
individual initiative is stifled and
empiricism in reduced to dropping
a dime in nitric acid when.Hie
prof's back is turned - truly
sad commentary. . ,
The need for Innovation in the
science curricula is evident and
(Continued on Page 7)
Course Evaluations Supply
Data to Students, Teachers
The November issue of MODER-
ATOR notes that "increasingly,
students have the opportunity to'
rate their teachers," making stu-
dent opinion a force to be rec-
koned with in modern college edu-
cation.
Essentially, student course rat-
ings have the dual effect of pro-
viding valuable feedback to
teachers and of forcing teachers
to consider reform where critic-
ism is strongest.
Before the innovation of student
course evaluations, teachers, par-
ticularly young ones, found It dif-
ficult to gage their teaching ab-
ilities. They rarely had a chance
to determine what students thought
of their course. The evaluations
provide data for teachers who want
to Improve themselves and add ex-
tra information on which students
may base their course selection.
The method of polling the student
body opinion on faculty varies from
school to school. At Antioch Col-
lege surveys are conducted con-
fidentally by the administration
and the results are employed by
the : deans to encourage better
'. teaching. At Harvard the polls are
student-conducted and the results
are published in the "Confidential
Guide to Courses.'1 The Harvard
poll depends upon student pres-
sure to bring about reform. The
publishers of the " Confidential
Guide" report that enrollment In a
course often plummets when a
course is panned and that several
bad reviews often end in the term-
ination of the course,
SLATE, a political party at the
University of California at Berke-
ley, publishes ratings which at-
tempt to exert pressure on the
faculty, "By encouraging students
to desert bad teachers for better
ones, we hope to help administra-
tive and faculty policy-makers
'recognize that teaching is a learn-
able skill...still important in the
university." SLATE explains.
Student course evaluations often
put pressure on faculty and ad-
ministrations, but the critical com-
ments do not always result in im-
provement. The ratings are most
effective in motivating a relatively
new.teacher, as a respected sen- "
ior faculty member.often shrugs
off critical comment without a
thought. To be effective student
course evaluations must do more
than attract attention; in addition,
they must suggest areas for im-
provement.
The National Student Association
finds unpublished student ratings
inadequate. "The major, problem
with unpublished course and teach-
er evaluations is simply that the
worst teachers usually do not take
advantage of them," reports the
NSA.
Yet published surveys sometimes
seem to violate established fac-
ulty concepts of academic free-
dom. Nevertheless the NSA fee«
that student academic freedom in-
cludes the right to influence, ed-
ucational policy.
Pressures from course evalua-
tions, in themselves, are rareiy
adequate to initiate major reforms.
In Yale University's 1965 "Course
Critique" Richard Bernstein, £
philosophy professor, won 'Ms
praise. Yet Bernstein's teaCh'"°
prowess was not enough to
him tenure. From the dispute ttw
followed, Yale students were, sub-
sequently given a voice in juag»s
faculty competence.
While the use of surveys for rat-
ing faculty continues to expan".
even the most sophisticated e q -
uations have their faults. Stuae"
course evaluations are P e r t l n e
only as far as student opinion^
responsible. In using course .eq-
uations to determine the meW
a teacher, the evaluator, too, nw
be kept in perspective. ;„„
Teaching remains an art wm
eludes classification as good u
bad.
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"Travels with Charlie"
by C.
Even though I squirmed in my
seat in Havemeyer Auditorium,
my white face peered imperiously
out from the sea of blackness.
The audience, composed almost
entirely of well-heeled, immacu-
lately-dressed Negro collegians,
had come from a number of East-
ern campuses to attend the first
Inter - College Afro - American
Conference. "Afro-American", as
I learned, was the name that had
been recently adopted by several
Negro civil rights groups to mani-
fest their indigenous heritage as"
transplanted Africans.
Held at Columbia University ten
days ago, the conference was lec-
tured to, shouted at, and beseeched
at various times by James Far-
mer, James Meredith, and Floyd
McKissick. They spoke of the cur-
rent civil rights movement, of the
future in civil rights, and of the
ipominious past of humanitarian
reform in this country. However,
their's were not the misanthro-
pic mutterings of malevolent mad-
men, but rather, the feelings and
thoughts of. three men sincere
in the belief that the American
Negro must develop a culture of
his own, and a pride in the her-
itage that has emanated from the
heart of darkest africa.
They tried to "intellectualize"
black power. They offered to the
intelligent an unintelligible hatred
found in beleagured animals, os-
tracized and despised by a white
society in which they had been so
unfairly born. The emotions that
stimulated the conference were
powerful and violent, while the ag-
enda was interestingly devoid of
the chaos one usually assumes as
inherent in radical rallies.
In the morning James Farmer
delivered a "keynote" talk that
afternoon there were seminars on
"Black Power and Nationalism",
civil disobedience, and the place
of the black man in a white society;
that evening, James Meredith read
a rather worthless speech on Afro-
Americanism. Following Mere-
dith, Floyd McKissick spewed forth
a magnificently prepared "im-
promptu" philippic on the Negro in
American society. Full of the spir-
it of evangelical revivalism, Mc-
Kissick's speech developed adial-
oque between the audience and
himself—-he crying out the black
man's plight, the audience chanting
back with the fervor of the black-
man's emotional might.
"Man, do you know why there
ain't any Nigger astronauts? Fella,
that's 'cause Whitey don't want a




"Amen, brother, amen —
allelulia!" the emotive response
of the audience echoed back.
It was incredible -•-- an incred-
ible canard. The tone, texts, and
thoughts suggested that the Ne-
groes In this country become mem-
bers of one great, black China-
town; that they form their own
society within contemporary soc-
iety; and that they develop the
African culture for which all black
men, they seem to think, inher-
ently yearn. Black is black, white
is white, and to hell with grey.
"Racialism to end racism" was
the clarion call — a fire with
which to fight fire, a hatred to
counter hate, the ills of civila-
tion to be rectified through more
prejudice, more distrust, more
ethnic antagonism. They offered
the pathetic panacea of a fish-
erman's net to a school of sal-
mon wearied by their fight to swim
upstream, wearied by their strug-
gle to exist. They appeared to
succeed, at least for the moment,
by appealing through their charis-
matic rhetoric to the sensitivities
so easily roused in mob emotion.
Uof H Hosts Leading Far
Eastern Experts This Wee!
Six of the nation's top experts
in the field of Far Eastern Af-
fairs are assembled at the Un-
iversity of Hartford for a four day
"Convocation on China" which is
of signal importance to the Col-
lege and Hartford communities.
Heading a massive array of
noteworthy guests are Edgar Snow,
America's foremost expert on
Communist China; Edwin O.
Reischauer, former ambassador to
Japan; Harrison E. Salisbury, as-
sistant managing editor of the
New York TIMES; Robert W. Bar-
nett, deputy assistant secretary of
state for Far Eastern Affairs;
Donald S. Zagoria of Columbia
University; and Harold R. Isaacs
of M.I.T,
Snow, a noted journalist and edi-
tor, is one of the few Americans
to have had access to the upper-
most quarters of the Red Chinese
government. Snow will deliver two
lectures Thursday entltleS, "Re-
cent Events in China," and "China
Faces the West."
Reischauer, presently a Harvard
University professor, lectured last
night on the subject of "China in
Asia," in the first of four ma-
jor addresses.
Salisbury recently completed an
extensive tour of Communist China
after which he made several tele-
vision reports to the public. He
served as moderator for the ini-
tiatory event of the conyocation,
He is meditating a panel consis-
ting of Reischauer, Barnett,
Isaacs, and Zagoria entitled, "The
Nature of Chinese ^>ower in Asia,"
which was presented as a live
broadcast over Channel 30 at 2:30
Monday.
Barnett, born in China of Amer-
ican parents, has spent most of his
life in Chinese affairs. Following
war time service with Chennault's
"Flying Tigers," he was involved
(Continued on Page 7)
Borus Eyes College Support
For Independents Council
" The question of the independent's
position on campus is one which
vitally concerns all Trinity stu-
dents, fraternity men, and fresh-
men, as well as independents,"
said David Borus '68. Borus has,
since the beginning of the year,
been trying to establish an
official Independents Council. The
question now hinges on a referen-
dum to be held during the second
week of January. .
Volunteers Spur Minot Candidacy;
Cut Campaigning Expenses in Half
by Timothy G- Brosnahan.
According to a study made re-
cently at Wesleyan University,
peace candidates in the average
election must spend approximately
five dollars for each vote they
receive in terms of office space,
publicity, advertising and other
expenses.
If .this is true then Assistant
English Professor Stephen Minot
got his 5,600 votes for Congress
in Connecticut's sixth district at ,
about half price. His estimated
expenditure for the campaign
comes to a mere $12,000.
But even this relatively small
amount must come from some-
where, and Minot was pleased to
report that the great majority of
his contributions were in. small
amounts from private individuals.
On the other hand the very na-
ture of the campaign and its plat-
form provided the candidate with
such a supply of volunteer work-
ers that during the four months
of work, only one full-time paid
staff member was hired.
The most telling feature of this
volunteer-oriented campaign ap-
peared only on election day It- .
self when Minot forces were able
to place volunteer poll watchers
at half of the polling places in
the district. The incumbent Dem-
ocrat, Bernard Grabowski, had no
such volunteers while Republican
candidate, Thomas Meskill, had to
pay his "volunteers" as much as
two dollars an hour.
According to the candidate, these
volunteers proved so effective that
by November virtually every one
of the 47 towns in the district
had an active "Minot for Congress"
group handing out literature and
buttons, and writing publicity for
local newspapers.
Without these committees, Minot
asserted, it would have been im-
possible to muster even a small
percentage of the final vote re-
ceived by the American Indepen-
dent Movement.
Although discribed primarily as
a "peace" candidate, Minot spent
a good deal of the campaign talk-
ing about issues which were only
peripherally connected with the
Viet Nam War.
One of the issues which the can-
didate hit hardest was that infla-
tion. He emphasized the direct
connection between the war and the
present wage-price spiral; but in
addition, Minot condemned the gov-
ernment's unwillingness to take
the political risks designed to
halt inflation.
He further criticized the John-
son administration for renegging
on promises for the "Great So-
ciety". Requests for funds in some
areas had been cut to the point
where programs were threat-
ened with extinction, he empha-
sized repeatedly. : , ..
Comments made by members of
Minot's campaign organization
stressed that these attacks had
more effect than were at first
thought. As an example they cite
an advertisement used by Repub-
lican Meskill in local newspapers
which said, "Voters, If You Want
to Protest High Prices, Taxes,
War, and Crime, Elect Meskill
to Fight for you!" The ad recall-
ed an earlier Minot appeal: If
You Want to Protest High Prices,
If You Want to Prevent Further
Tax Increases, If.You Want to
End The War in Viet Nam, Vote
for Steve Minot.
The need for such a council Borus
maintained becomes more acute
as the ratio of fraternity to non-
fraternity men becomes smaller
each year. He pointed out that the
fraternity men are represented as
a group in the IFC, and similarly
the freshmen have the FEC, while
independents are left with only
the representation of three mem-
bers of the Senate.
Borus believed that the failure
of past efforts to organize in-
dependents was in large part
caused by a lack of official ad-
ministration support and organiza-
tion. For this reason he has
decided to petition for a referen-
dum as provided for by an am-
mendment to the Senate consti-
tution last year. By the provision
in the constitution, at least sixty
percent of the entire student body
must participate in the voting for
the results to be recognized. In
addition to thiSj a sixty percent
majority is needed to carry a
measure.
Borus emphasized particularly
the importance of this referen-
dum to the fraternities, as the
adoption of the measure would
relieve pressures on them to ex-
pand, take in more members, and
provide recreation for non-mem-
bers. '. ' ...... . . , ' • . .:;
If the measure is adopted the Sen-
ate would then establish a com-
mittee to-handle independent af-
fairs , and provide for the election
of officers of the committee Bor-
us pointed out. The exact nature
of the committee will be deter-
mined by independents if the mea-
sure is adopted.
Borus believes the formal organ-
ization and support provided by
Senate Involvement will bring the
matter to the attention of the stu-
dent body and provide a point of
departure for improving the entire
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Hastings...
(Continued from Page 2)
ed out all possibilities of mono-
tony,
The high point of the evening
came with a piece that was not
scheduled on the program. It was
the performance of a section of
Charpentler's Christmas Can-
tata, originally written for voice
and Instruments. The composer's
"gift to be simple" Is clearly
demonstrated in this cantata.
The harmonic richness of the
structurally simple piece was
more than amply served.
The quality of the Bosherrlni and
Charpentier must be at least par-
lially attributed to the bolstering
of the string section with profes-
sional musicians. Instrumentation
was a basic problem with the
group and it Is most critical in
the string section which was fea-
tured in these two numbers.
On selection, in which sparse
instrumentation worked In favor
of the group, was the Suite from
Monteverdi's Orfeo. It was spe-
.- daily arranged by Hastings for the
orchestra. Baroque music is char-
acterized by extreme contrasts
between upper and lower parts
and between the sounds of dif-
ferent instruments., In large or-
chestras each note has a tendency
to sound like every other note be-
cause each results from the amal-
gamation of so many sounds. The
small Trinity Orchestra achieved
a true baroque sound that would
have been impossible with a large
group where dynamic phrasing and
contrast between parts is almost
Impossible.
Aaron Coplan's "Variations on a
Shaker Melody" came off well
enough for one to wish that the
entire "Appalachian Suite" or per-
haps another of Copland's frontier
works had been programmed. The
trumpet solos were capably
handled by Albert Potash '70.
The overall quality of the per-
formance was good. There seern-
ed to be a real enthusiasm on the
part of the musicians. The size
ot the group, however, was a de-
triment to the performance in all
except the Monteverdi Suite. In
his conducting as weil as his
choice of materials, Hastings
showed understanding of his small




Should the College abandon its
math requirement?
Professor Mario S. Poliferno,
Mr. Richard D. Pollack, and Pro-
fessor Robert C. Stewart discussed
this question in response to points
raised In the SDS Academic Sym-
posium last week. The professors
emphasized that their.comments
do not in any way reflect the
present policy of the department.
Poliferno first raised a more
general question concerning the
advisability of, any requirements at
all. If a school did have as many
a,s six requirements then math
deserve much consideration.
Stewart believed there should be
.a math requirement because it
was a relevant part of the lib-
eral arts.
The teachers also agreed unan-
imously that this year's Math 103-
104 course is far superior to that
of a year ago. Pollack felt there
might be a better way to satisfy
the requirement of Math 103-104
by placing more emphasis on the
ideas and concepts of mathematics.
> While minimizing the manipulative
techniques. Pollack suggested that
If the student was able to take
Math 103-104 later in his college
career he would enjoy and bene-
fit from It more,, for the student
would have a greater capability
to think abstractly. Poliferno said
- the ideal course would allow the
student to probe into calculus for
a semester or more, while for the
remainder of the year he could
sample other areas of malhe-
mathics.
The teachers agreed that mathe-
J- (Continued on Page 7)
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BAIRD HASTINGS directs a combination of local professional musicians and the College orches-
tra in the production, "Music of Four Centuries", Thursday. Selections by Brahms, Stamitz, and
Charpentier were featured in the concert.
Placement'
All juniors who are inter-
ested in having Interviews with
companies in February and
March for summer programs
please see the Placement Of-
fice before Christmas vaca-
tion.
Juniors who next fall might
be playing either football or
soccer and who might be con-
sidering either business
school of law school, are sug-
gested to take the Business
Aptitude Test or the Law Ap-







of our military and commercial business
provides openings
for virtually every technical talent
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
of your life, we suggest you consider career oppor-
tunities at Pratt &. Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone
else, we offer all of the usual "fr inge" benefits, in-
cluding our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more Important to you and your fu-
ture, Is the wide-open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record
of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.
And make no mistake about it . . . you'll get a solid
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nation's economic growth and to its national defense
as well. ;
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHAN-
ICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures
oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGI-
CAL ENGINEERING • ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS, CERAMICS, PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS.
For further Information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108, -
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No dip In technical population
far the last quarter
at a century)
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Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers offer
exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting sta-
bility—where engineers and scientists are recognized as
the major reason for the Company's continued success,
SPECIALISTS IN POWER . , . POWER FOR PROPULSION-
POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
Pratt &WhitmeyAircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
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HEADING UP ICE - Center Kirk Marckwald carries the puck by a defender and heads onto Rut-
gers' ice in Saturday's game. Marckwald and the rest of the third line played hard consistent
hockey in defeating the men from New Jersey 6-0.
China...
(Continued from Page 5)
in occupational duties in Japan
and was later appointed officer-̂
in-charge for China Economic Af-
fairs.
Isaacs will lecture tonight on the
topic, "Our Relations with China:
Images and Realities." at 8:30
p.m. at the King Philip School.
Zagoria, a Senior Research Fel-
low at the Research Institute on
Communist Affairs at Columbia
University, will discuss the war
in Viet Nam from the viewpoints
of the Moscow, Peking, andJHanoi
governments.
Besides the nightly major lec-
tures delivered each of the four
evenings, at 8:30there are morning
plenary sessions on Wednesday and
Thursday investigating Chinese
civilization and U.S. Chinese
Policy.
2:46 p.m.̂  a Tuesday -- the
"building can almost be called quiet
as preparations for another sweep-
Ing surge of afternoon athletics
begins. In the equipment room
Frank piles the warmly pressed
monogrammed cloths in towering
piles. Si, or who ever happens
to be doing the honors this week,
brushes quickly through the Var-
sity locker area, raising little
clouds of dust to settle again
behind him. In the shower area
yesterday's ankle tapes are ac-
cumulated, and the flood lights
in the pool are flicked on by
the Tuesday guard. All Is in pre-
paration ... all in readiness for
another surge of afternoon ath-
letes.
All, that is, to the Dean's vet-
eran basset hound. The most im-
portant segment, the key to the
vitality, the spirit, the desire of
the place, has not yet been turned.
In addition, a great variety of
special reports, exhibitions, dem-
onstrations, and films will punc-
tuate each morning and afternoon's
activity. Classes at the University
will be suspended for two days
to enable students to take advan-
tage of the wealth of information
being offered. All seminars dur-
ing the day are at the Bloomfleld
Avenue campus of the University,
while major evening lectures are
held at the King Philip School in
West Hartford.
(Continued from Page 4)
the following program is sug-
gested. During the sophomore or
junior year (i.e. as early as pos-
sible), each science major would
be excused from carrying a full
credit load. That is, a term of
" individual research" would be
substituted for a major course.
Specifically, the student at reg-
istration would select, from a list
of scientific catagories (neurophy-
siology, microbiology, biochemis-
try, astrophysics, geology, etc.)
the area in which he would like
to do research. Each class would
have a faculty " counselor" and an.
enrollment of about fifteen men.
During the first month of the
term the counselor would lecture
to their respective groups, de-
veloping a foundation from which
each student could branch out.
Following this would be a three
week reading period during which
time a specific research project
would be chosen.
The remainder of the term would
involve the actual experimentation
which required lab periods. Coun-
selors would be in attendance dur-
Baker Trust Fund Bestows
Fourth Scholarship Award
The fine record of Trinity's Baker
scholars has prompted the George
f. Baker Trust to make an un-
precedented fourth $50,000 schol-
arship grant to the college. Trin-
ity Is the only college to re-
ceive more than three grants from
he Baker Trust for financial aid
° outstanding young men who are
Planning careers in business or in
leadership in other fields.
The first Baker Scholars entered
.."is College in the fall of 1959.
'he aid has continued through this
year with 65 scholars having been
named for the classes of 1963
<Mough 1970. This fourth grant
W1U enablt the program to assist
members of three more entering
classes.
The purpose of the Baker Schol-
ars program is to help develop
young men who are interested In
careers which will entrust them
with leadership rather than
careers which involve the use of
technical skill and knowledge. The
program was begun in 1948 and
since that time over 1,400 Baker
Scholarships have be'en awarded
through grants to 32 colleges,
most of them privately-endowed
liberal arts schools.
Commenting on the grant, Presi-
dent Albert C. Jacobs said, "We
are greatly honored by this un-
precedented fourth grant. We will
continue in our efforts to live up
to the values of excellence in the
liberal arts which the Baker Trust,
demands."
ing lab to offer constructive crit-
icism and suggestions: At the end
of the term a formal progress re-
port would be submitted, however,
no grade would be issued.
A criticism If the above program
might be that students would be
delving into areas where they have
only a broad understanding. But
one must remember that the pur-
pose of this course is not to
produce doctoral research treat-
ises. Rather, it is to afford stu-
dents the opportunity to penetrate
deeper, to experiment on their
own, freed from the pressures of
grades and deadllne_dates.
Stuart B. Edelman '68
"Callow Rawness"
To the Editor:
After considering further your
editorial note in the December
6th issue of the TRIPOD, I con-
fess that I still fail to discern
the elements either of self-right-'
eousness or of danger that you
found manifested In the letter of
criticism of Mr. William Sieg-
fried, '67.
His correspondence was, in style,
in taste, in judgment, and in tem-
per, all that one might expect
to read from the pen of a senior
student in an institution of higher
learning. The letter of Anonymous,
on the other hand, demonstrated
an element of artlessness, of
heavyhandedness,' and of callow
rawness: in brief, it lacked grace,
a deficiency which poor taste only
served to aggravate further. Where
you have found the redeeming vir-
tue of frankness, Mr. Siegfried and"
I have found only a coarseness '
which overshadowed the qpinlon
expressed in the letter.
Lffi^i'^k^too, jrour^larger pro-
position that the issue of campus
morality can best be discussed
in the idiom of the street. Al-
though tasteful writing cannot make
men moral, we may allow that the
purposeless printing of vulgarities
of speech contributes nothing to
the elevation of the mind or of
the spirit of the reader.
Had it been necessary to Anony-
mous' purpose to refer to the sub-
ject in question, he might , have
used a number of less offensive
alternatives, while practicing the
virtue of restraint.
But of discretion and style Anony-
mous and the Editor of the TRIPOD
have shown little appreciation, And
when imagination is lacking in such
correspondence, one can agree
with Mr. Siegfried that "taste" is
indeed the desirable guideline for
the TRIPOD. :
E.A Gilcreast, Faculty
The urge that brings quickly that
last lap, or the perfection of a
pass pattern, or the final twenty
curls is still silenced by the ne-
glect of that key. The door Is
closed. Desire unattested. Even
with a ream of football players,
the cross country boys and Exer-
geni antics capturing the place,
the majestic attitude of a sweaty
afternoon is nil. Until someone
remembers to turn on the steam-
bath.
The steam bath Is like a club
with a following which is increas-
ing daily as its popularity becomes
known. Like a gentlemen's card
there are the old regulars that
relax comf ortabley in the corners,
watching rookies gasp for breath;
or calmly packing away sit-ups
on the top bench.
The old timers ... they're the
ones to ask, about the magic po-
tential of steam, the art of the
situation, (possibly losing weight)
or to simply argue the potentials
of a suana bath with the veterans
of the bench who reverently spare
an hour of the afternoon dally to
emphasize their cause, can lead
you to the member with sports
knowledge in any sense. Lead you
to an arguing steamer, or a listen-
ing one — the steam bath Is the
place to go when no one will hear
you else where, or a steamer with
a memory or one with an imagina-
tion for the future. So open your
pores, invlsion yourself with the
vitality of Trinity athletics, join




(Continued from Page 3)
group that wished to hear them.
By the start of school this year,
the Bureau was .operational.
So far, it has supplied speakers
to about twenty groups. The re-
sponses of these groups, affirmed
Edelman, have been very gratify-
ing.
"We want to expand the program,"
said Edelman, "so that it can ap-
peal to more diversified special
interests within the greater Hart-
ford area and beyond."
(Continued from Page 6)
mattes, and especially calculus,
was important to the student who
did not plan to major in mathe-
matics. Pollack stated that cal-
culus Is applicable to describing
phenomena in the real world. He
also believed that if the aim of
a college education Is to have the-
student appreciate the facility of
abstract Ideas then a math re-
quirement is important, Poliferno
noted that math i s as much a
part of our culture as literature,
in addition, it aids the non-mathe-
matics major in economics, and
sciences. Stewart felt math was
necessary because It helps the in-
dividual to " shape up Intellectually,
as well, as enabling him to rea-
son logically and think abstractly.
The Newspaper Fund will ac-
cept from qualified candidates
applications for Intern Schol-
arship Program beyond De-
cember 15 deadline.
Phone 247-4980 Phon« 247-4980
RICO'S.-'PIZZA;
Famous For Our Pisses mi Grinds*?
We Deliver
HAMBURGERS, HOT DOSS, SODAS
HOURS: Open Men.'thru. Thurs. 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Frl. and Sit. 9 A.M. to I I P.M.
Sunday 3 P.M. to 9 P.M.
168 HILLSIDE AVE. HARTFORD, CONN.
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Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coff«»
$1.OS
1. BRIADID VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI l 75
2. HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS l .65
3. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS 1,15
4. ROAST STUJEFSD NATIVE TURKEY 1.75
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEIF OR HAM SANDWICH 1.40
4. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCi 2.15
FOR 75* MORE — SHRIMP COCKTAIL. SOUP. DESSERT.
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
173 WMHIN#TOI i S fBHf , NIAR PARK
irkt




The Hockey team kicked off their
season Saturday with a 6-0 rout
of Rutgers University at the new
Hartford arena In South Windsor.
The Bantam Icemen picked up
four goals In the first period
while skating well and back-check-
ing effectively. Trin goalie Sandy
Tilney J68 showed the coolness
and sparkle in the goal that he did
last season when he paced a five
game winning1 streak.
Captain Peter Strohmeier '67 put
the first score between the Rugers'
the first score between the Rut-
gers' goalie's legs with the game
less than two minutes old. Six
minutes later, last year's high
scorer, Tony Bryant '68 tallied
the second goal. John Mitchell
'68 and Vic Sutkowski '67 finished
the period with a goal each within 25
seconds of each other, to make
the score 4-0.
The Bantams began to slacken
off In the second period and Rut-
gers dominated play around the
goal with nearly twice as many
shots at the goal as Trln, But
the skill of Tilney in the goal
proved infallible and in spite of
general Trln penalties, no pucks
.made it past either goalie, leav-
ing the score at the end of the
second period still 4-0.
Rutgers had begun to gel in the
second period, and with a new
goalie In the nets had effectively
stopped the Bantams' drives. Plays
began to fall in place and many
times a goal was in the air, only
to be snuffed by the goalies.
Coming back onto the ice, then,
to start the final period, Trin
had to sharpen their defense to
keep the shutout. Play began much
as it was in the first period, for
Trin but with a harder drive by
Rutgers. The Bantam icemen were
playing better hockey and they
proved in' this period that they
were superior by keeping a hard
push with all three lines and ex-
ecuting effective penalty kill-
ers and fore and back checking.
Two tallies by rookie Bantam frosh
comprised the only goals. The
first came off of Frank Stowell's
stick four minutes into the per-
iod, and the second goal was put
into the Rutgers nets by Bill New-
buty, with seven and a half min-
utes to go. The period ended with
the score reading 6-0.
SCORE! - Frank Stowell (11) has just slipped the puck by Rutger's goalie (prone) for a tally in
Saturday's game. Butch MacDonald (15) leaps in front of the cage to make sure. The Rutger's
defense allowed six tallies while the Bantams held them scoreless.
Fouls Hamper Effort
Trin Hoopsters Fall to Clark 103-82
Toronto Outplays Bantam
Squash; Forces 8-1 Win
A score of Trinity students and
their dates' forfeited their chance
to see the Shirelles1 Christmas
Concert and Instead were on hand
to witness the Varsity Squash team
suffer Its second loss of the year.
The University of Toronto was the
culprit this time, defeating- the
Bantam raquetman, 8-1.
The lone victor for Trinity was
sophomore Mike Beauty man, play-,
Ing In the number five position.
As the Shirelles were singing
"Mama Said," Beaufcyman was
gaining Trinity's first win this sea-
son and, at the same time spoil-
ing the Canadians',bid for a shut-
out. Beautyman went four games
In beating his opponent, 15-4,15-10,
8-15,15-12.
, In other matches Steve Griggs,
Horace Caulkins, and JimBehrend
all managed to win one game from
their opponents, but none of the
three were able to emerge vic-
torious in the end. Caulkins and
Behrend fought particularly close
matches, losing respectively,
15-12, 6-15, 15-6, 18-7 and 15-10,
17-15, 7-15, 15-11. .
Captain Ted Hutton drew pro-
bably the largest crowd of the
evening, and his match proved be
an outstanding display of squash
ability and tactics' on the part of
both players. Hutton eventually was
defeated 15-12, 15-10, 15-9, in what
was a very close and exciting
match.
Dave Craver, representing Trin-
ity at the extremely difficult num-
ber one position, lost to his Tor-
onto counterpart, 15-12, 15-10, 15-9.
Mai Hayward, Rob Johnson, and
John Davison were also unable to
pick up their first victories of
the year.
Previously Friday afternoon the
University of Toronto team had
topped Wesleyan, 6-3. The Trinity
team now faces another tough op-
ponent Wednesday, when the Bull-
dogs from Yale invade Hartford
to challenge the Bantams. Who
knows, their bark may be bigger
than their bite. Be there Wednes-
day at 3:30 to find out.
Clark University handed the Trin
hoopsters their second defeat of
their three-game-old season as
the Worcesterltes, playing on their
own court, rolled up 103 points
to the Bantams' 82.
Walt Barys led the home squad
with 37 points and became the
fifth player in Clark's history to
reach,the 1,000 point mark. The
senior forward has compiled 84
points thus far this year in help-
ing Clark gain a 2-2 mark.
After the Bantams scored the
first bucket, Clark took control
of the game and the visitors'^lay-
ed catch-up ball until with six
minutes remaining in the half, the
score was tied at 28-28. With
five minutes remaining in the half
and the score tied 32-32, Clark
put on a scoring drive that netted
them sixteen points compared to
Trin's two. At the break, then,
the score stood 48-34.
Shortly after the start of the
third period, Mike Hlckey and
Jim Stuhlman. in foul trouble the
whole first half, picked up sev-
eral penalties and were out of
the game. This loss, coupled with
the fact, the Larry Dupont was on
the bench with an injured leg,
greatly hampered the Trin attack.
The Clark squad took- over control
of the boards, as Eric Middleton,
Bob Gutzman, and captain Don
Overbeck tried to take up the
rebounding slack.
Sophomore Pete Clark and Gut-
zman staged a brief rally for
the visitors that put Trin down
89-76 in the fourth period. Gutz-
man, however, fouled out and the
Worcester squad started to pile
up the score.
The smallness of the court and
the. closeness of the stands to the
playing area, provided a definite
advantage for the home team. They
worked a 2-1-2 zone defense which
the Bantams were unable to break.
This factor, combined with Clark's
strong shooting and Trinity's loss
of key players, let to Clark's large
margin of victory.
Overbeck led the Bantams scor-
ing with 18, jgutzman picked up 15,
while Hlckey and Jack Godfrey had
11 and 10 points respectively.
The Clark freshmen also emerged
victorious as they downed the Trin
team 77-74.
During the final week before
Christmas vacation, the Bantams
travel to R.P.I. Tuesday and re-
turn home to host the Coast Guard
Academy Thursday night.
Fencers Score Two Wins;
SMTI, Holy Cross Lose
Leading the way with an 8-1 OFF THE BLOCKS - Bil l Canning (left) and Duff Tyler (right)
record, the foil team of Rod Wood take off in the 50-yard freestyle which Duff won in :23.2.
(3-0), Mike Loberg (3-0), andMike
Williams (2-1) showed real
Picking up two wins this week,
the.Bantam fencing, team brought
their record to 2-1 as they edged
SMTI 15-12 Saturday and dumped
Holy Cross 18-9 earlier in the
week.
Against SMTI, the Bantams fought
back from a 3-6 disappointing first
round'" They then took the second
round 5-4 and overpowered the
visitors 6-3 with an exciting finale.
TOUCHE! - Mike Loberg (right) picks up a touch in his bout
against an S.M.T.I./foilsman. Mike picked up three wins as the
Bantams squeaked by 15-12 Saturday.
progress and promise for future
meets. Mike McLean picked up an
important two wins and took the
winning bout of the meet with a
strong 5-2 score.
The sabre team picked up four
wins, but for the first time in 12
meets were unable to defeat the
opposing sabre team. Simmons for
the visitors showed strong sabre
cuts as he won all three of his
bouts.
At Holy Cross, the Bantams
romped easily against a fairly
weak Crusader team. Sabre led
the way in this meet as captain
Harry Wood (3-0), Colin Kauf-
man (3-0) and Emll Angelico(2-1),
lost only one bout.
In foil, Rod Wood picked up three
wins, while in dueling sword, Ken
Button came through with three
victories, while Mike McLean
chalked up a 2-1 record. The win
proved impressive for the visitors
as they defeated their opponents
in all three weapons.
With a free week before vaca-
tion, the squad hopes to bolster
their team by developing several
men in the various, weapons. Trin
hopes to increase their depth be-
fore the big matches against M.I. T.
and Harvard after the Christmas
break. ;
Swimmers Take WPI, CG
Four victories in four meets was
the final tabulation of Trinity's
first week of swimming as the
Bantams easily splashed over
Coast Guard Saturday, 63-30.
While the Varsity took its other
victory, . in a contest with WPI,
83-10 the freshmen team rolled
over Conard and Hartford High
Schools 'in close practice meets.
The WPI meet was highlighted
not by the traditional inter-col-
lege competition but by races be-
tween the Trinity men themselves.
All-American Captain Duff Tyler
chugged from behind to touch-out
sophomore Mike Wright in the
last two strokes of the 100-yard
freestyle, (:51.1), Larry Act) beat
teammate Doug Watts to take the
200-yard freestyle and Lang Tyler
snatched the 200-yard butter-
fly from Jeff Vogelsang late in
the race.
Attempting to erase the two-
year-old record of 3:26.8 in the
400-yard freestyle relay, Coach
Bob Slaughter sent Bill Bacon,
Ric Hendee, Wright and Tyler
(Duff) to the blocks. Their time:
3:20.8 tied the old mark.
In Saturday's contest at New Lon-
don, the Varsity Bantams w»
every event except the 160-J*™
individual medley and. the aim-
Mike Wright grabbed victories"
the 60-yard, and 100-yard f«e
style (28.8; 51.1) as the onlys«W-
mer to win two individual even».
Junior Bill Bacon easily churne
In first in the 200-yard backstroK
and aided both relays to view '•
Duff Tyler and Vogelsang also
individual events as well as
Chet McPhee's fresnmen slWPa| ,
Conard High School unofflcaj
48-47) and Hartford High (w ;
behind breastroker Phil Davisy. J
09.5) and butterflier Setn
riman (59.8) last week in.- -
tion for their official season open
at RPI on Wednesday. The squ
problems lie in its lack ot " j
stylers or depth in any s"
Both Varsity and freshme
visit RPI tomorrow to flnit
pre-Christmas schedule. Fo»
ing vacation the Varsity » ;
Tufts here (January 5th; aHU
vels to Bowdoin (January "'_
Rival Amherst su«ere.d lj* ,
son's first loss to UConn J
Saturday.
t
